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INTRODUCTION
This paper was motivated by an effort to understand verbally prime
 . w xotherwise called T-prime algebras introduced by Kemer in 9 and used in
his solution of Specht's problem in characteristic 0. Recall that a T-ideal I
of an arbitrary ring R is an ideal which consists of all evaluations of a
given set of polynomials. Note that any of these polynomials is then an
identity of RrI, which must thus be a PI-ring, where by PI we mean
``polynomial identity.'' Kemer proved that every T-ideal of the free Q-alge-
 4  4bra Q X is finitely generated as a T-ideal, or equivalently, that Q X
satisfies the ACC on T-ideals. It follows at once that every algebra of
characteristic 0 satisfies the ACC on T-ideals, leading him to develop a
Noetherian theory of T-ideals.
To wit, a ring is called T-prime if the product of any two nonzero
T-ideals is nonzero; a T-ideal P of R is called T-prime if RrP is a
 .T-prime ring analogously for T-semiprime . Kemer showed that for any
ring R in characteristic zero there is a nilpotent T-ideal N which is a finite
intersection of T-prime ideals, i.e., RrN is a finite subdirect product of
T-prime rings. This fact should be a basic structural result in ring theory.
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Unfortunately one knows very little about T-prime algebras, other than
Kemer's theorem that in characteristic zero any T-prime algebra is PI-
equivalent to one of the following:
 .1 the free algebra,
 .  .  .2 some matrix algebra M Q , M E , for the infinite dimensionaln n
exterior algebra E, or
 .3 a less well-known algebra designated M and defined below.k , l
Indeed, since the structure theory of algebras reduces to the structure of
T-prime algebras via Kemer's theory, one should expect them to be quite
abundant. First of all any algebra which does not satisfy a PI polynomial
.identity is obviously T-prime. Furthermore, if R s R = R where R s0 1 0
 .  .M F and R satisfies all the identities of M F then R is T-prime, sincen 1 n
any nonzero T-ideal must contain an element of R and thus all of R ,0 0
implying any product of nonzero T-ideals also contains R . It is easy to0
construct rather esoteric examples of algebras of this form for example,
the set of infinite sequences of n = n matrices which are eventually
.constant , so one might be rather discouraged in the attempt to analyze
T-prime algebras.
On the other hand, ``T-simple'' would mean that R has no nontrivial
T-ideals, or equivalently that for any simple homomorphic image S of R,
each identity of S is already an identity of R. But this means that either R
has no simple images satisfying a PI which could happen say if R itself is
.simple , or else R is an A -ring, which by the Artin]Procesi Theorem isn
equivalent to being Azumaya of finite rank. Thus one would expect
Azumaya algebras to play a role in the theory of T-prime algebras, a point
w xof view already taken in 2 .
Our goal in this paper is to link the theory of T-prime algebras to these
other important theories}the theory of Zr2Z-graded polynomial identi-
ties and the graded theory of Azumaya algebras. Following Kemer we
believe that there is a natural connection between PI theory and Zr2Z-
graded algebras and that PI theorems should tend to have natural Zr2Z-
.graded analogues. Our main result will be such an analogue of the
 .Artin]Procesi theorem Theorems 13, 18 .
In the process, we consider the Brauer]Wall group, defined by C. T. C.
w x w x w xWall in 17 and further developed by H. Bass in 1 and C. Small in 16 , cf.
w x8 for further results. We will construct a PI criterion for a Zr2Z-graded
algebra to be Zr2Z-graded projective of constant rank. Throughout this
paper, all algebras will be with 1, over an infinite field F of characteristic
not equal to 2.
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1. GRADED IDENTITIES
Let E denote the infinite Grassmann algebra over the field F. The
algebra E has a natural Zr2Z-grading, E s E [ E . Moreover, with0 1
respect to this grading it is supercommutati¨ e, which means that if a, b g E
 . i jare homogeneous of degrees i and j, then ab s y1 ba. Kemer used the
Grassmann algebra to define an operation on Zr2Z-graded algebras:
DEFINITION. Given a Zr2Z-graded A, define A* to be the algebra
A m E [ A m E0 0 1 1
  ..viewed respectively as even and odd in A m E .F
Note that if A is supercommutative then A* is commutative.
Kemer was interested in this operation because it acts on the set of
varieties of Zr2Z-graded algebras. Write A ; B if A and B satisfy theT2
same Zr2Z-graded identities. Then the star operation acts as an involution
on graded varieties in the sense that A ; B implies that A* ; B* andT T2 2
A** ; A.T2
Our emphasis will be on the algebras themselves rather than on the
 .varieties. We will say that a multilinear polynomial f x , . . . , x is a1 n
*-identity or a twisted identity for A if it is an ordinary polynomial identity
for A*; and we will say that A and B are stably PI equivalent and write
A ;# B if A* and B* satisfy the same identities. So A ; B impliesT2
A ;# B, but not conversely. For example, E* satisfies the identity x x y1 2
x x , so E is stably PI-equivalent to the field F, but they are obviously not2 1
PI equivalent and not T -equivalent. Note that our definition uses only the2
multilinear identities. This has no effect in characteristic zero, but makes
life much easier in positive characteristic. There is a loss of information: In
positive characteristic there are verbally prime algebras which satisfy the
 .same multilinear identities as M F , but which are not p.i. equivalent ton
w xit. See 10 . We now collect some basic results on this relation.
LEMMA 1. Let K be a supercommutati¨ e algebra containing F and let A be
any Zr2Z-graded F-algebra. Then A ;# A m K, where A m K hasF F
 .  .Zr2Z-grading gi¨ en by A m K s A m K [ A m K and A m K0 0 0 1 1 1F F
s A m K [ A m K .0 1 1 0
A useful description of *-identities can be obtained using the functions
w xf defined by Krakowski and Regev in 11 . Let e , . . . , e be homogeneousI 1 n
elements of E such that their product e ??? e is nonzero. Let I s1 n
 <  . 4  4i deg e s 1 . Then there is a well-defined function f : S ª "1 giveni I n
by
e ??? e s f s e ??? e . .s 1. s n. I 1 n
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 .DEFINITION. Let f x , . . . , x s  a x ??? x be a multilinear1 n s s s 1. s n.
polynomial and let a , . . . , a g A be homogeneous elements. Let I s1 n
 <  . 4 tw  .i deg a s 1 . Define f a , . . . , a , the twisted e¨aluation of f oni 1 n
a , . . . , a , to be1 n
f s a a ??? a . . I s s 1. s n.
s
and extend to all of A by linearity.
Note that if a m e , . . . , a m e g A m E are homogeneous and de-1 1 n n F
gree zero, then
f a m e , . . . , a m e s f tw a , . . . , a m e ??? e . .  .1 1 n n 1 n 1 n
Thus f is an identity for A* if and only if all twisted evaluations of f on A
are zero.
Let Z be the supercenter of A, namely, Z s Z [ Z , where0 1
i deg a<Z s z g A az s y1 za for all homogeneous a g A . . 4i i
We say f is tw-central if all twisted evaluations of f are in Z.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Suppose ann Z s 0 . Then A ;# A , i.e., f x , . . . , x isA 1 0 1 n
a PI for A* if and only if it is a PI for A . Consequently, f is tw-central iff f is0
A -central.0
Proof. It is clear that every stable identity for A is an identity for A .0
 .Conversely, let f x , . . . , x be a PI for A , and let a , . . . , a be homoge-1 n 0 1 n
neous elements of A. Take any z , . . . , z in Z j Z 2 such that deg a s1 n 1 1 i
deg z for all i. Then each a z g A and soi i i 0
f a z , . . . , a z s 0. .1 1 n n
But,
f a z , . . . , a z s f tw a , . . . , a z ??? z . .  .1 1 n n 1 n 1 n
tw  .  2 n.It follows that f a , . . . , a g ann Z s 0. The last assertion follows1 n
by considering the polynomial Xf y fX.
This lemma is crucial in transferring twisted identities and central
polynomials to ungraded identities and central polynomials of the even
part.
 .DEFINITION. A Zr2Z-graded algebra A has property P if for every
proper, graded ideal I, A ;# ArI.
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 .Our main goal will be to understand property P in terms of structure
 .theory. We now construct two basic examples of algebras with property P .
Given k G l G 0, n s k q l ) 0 and a supercommutative algebra Z, we
 .  .construct the algebra M k, l; Z : As an ungraded algebra, M k, l; Z is
A B .  .M Z , the n = n matrices over Z. An n = n matrix of the form ,n C D
where A is k = k and D is l = l, will be of degree i if all entries of A and
 .D are of degree i and all entries of B and C are of degree i q 1 mod 2 .
 .  .Of course, M k, 0; Z s M Z with the natural grade.k
 .LEMMA 3. If Z > F is a supercommutati¨ e algebra, then M k, l; Z has
 .property P .
 .  .Proof. Every ideal of M k, l; Z is of the form M k, l; I for some ideal
 .I of Z. Hence, every homomorphic image is of the form M k, l; ZrI . But
 .  .Lemma 1 implies that M k, l; Z ( M k, l; F m Z is stably PI-equivalent
 .to M k, l, F . Since F : ZrI, the lemma follows.
 .  .In particular M k, l; F ;# M k, l; Z for every supercommutative F-
algebra Z, so when discussing )-identities we can delete Z from the
 .notation and merely write M k, l .
We may consider a supercommutative algebra Z with its given grading
or we may ignore the grading and consider all of Z to be of degree zero.
These two algebras are not stably PI-equivalent. The former is stably
w xPI-equivalent to F and the latter is stably PI-equivalent to F t where t is
 .a central not supercentral degree one element which may be taken to
 .  .have square 1. This gives the other basic example: M Z [ M Z t,n n
where t is a central degree one element with square 1 and Z is supercom-
mutative with its natural grading.
Remark 39. Note in this example that t is not supercentral. More
generally, for any Zr2Z-graded A if elements a , b g A both commute1 1 1
and supercommute, we have a b s yb a s ya b , implying a b s 0.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .LEMMA 4. If Z is supercommutati¨ e then M Z [ M Z t has propertyn n
 .P .
The proof is analogous to the preceding proof; any graded image of
 .  .  .  .M Z [ M Z t has the form M Z [ M Z t for some supercommu-n n n n
 .  .tative Z, which thus is stably PI-equivalent to M F [ M F t, and thusn n
 .  .to M Z [ M Z t.n n
 .  .  .Here is another property of M k, l; Z and M Z [ M Z t, where Zn n
is any supercommutative algebra.
 . 2 2LEMMA 5. M k, l; Z is a free Z-module on k q l degree zero genera-
 .  .tors and 2kl degree one generators; and M Z [ M Z t is a free Z-modulen n
on n2 e¨en generators and n2 odd generators.
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2. SUPERAZUMAYA ALGEBRAS
w xThe final ingredient in our discussion is quite well known, cf. 1, 15, 16 .
Let Z be any supercommutative ring. A Zr2Z-graded abelian group M is
a Z-bimodule if it is a right Z-module and a left Z-module and if the two
 . i jactions are related by zm s y1 mz for all z g Z , m g M . Any righti j
 . i jZ-module can be made into a Z-bimodule by setting zm s y1 mz as
above.
A function f : M ª N is said to be of degree i g Zr2Z if for all
 .  .homogeneous m g M, f m is homogeneous in N of degree i q deg m .
 .Let HOM M, N denote all group homomorphisms from M to N suchZ
 .  .that f mz s f m z for all m g M, z g Z. It is easy to see that
 .HOM M, N is Zr2Z-graded and thatZ
i jf zm s y1 zf m for all z g Z , f g Hom M , N , m g M . .  .  .  . ji Z
 .Hom M, N becomes a Z-bimodule under this action.Z
 .  .  .We denote HOM M, M by END M . Of course END M is anZ Z Z
algebra. In the special case that M is a free Z-module on k even
 .  .generators and l odd generators, END M ( M k, l; Z .Z
 .Another reason why the algebras M k, l; F are important for us is the
following well-known fact. We say A is gr-simple if A has no nonzero
graded ideals. If K is commutative and Zr2Z-gr simple, then K is a field0
and K is either zero or K s K t, where 0 / t 2 g K . This leads to the1 1 0 0
well-known
 .LEMMA 6. If A is a gr-simple, f.d. finite dimensional Zr2Z-graded
algebra with center an algebraically closed field F, then A is isomorphic to
 .  .  .either M k, l; F , for some k, l or M F [ M F t, for some n, where t is an n
central degree one element with t 2 s 1. In particular, e¨ery simple Zr2Z-
graded algebra is stably PI-equi¨ alent to one of these.
More generally, we have
 w x w x.LEMMA 7 cf. 17 or 16, Theorem 5.5 . Suppose A is f.d. gr-simple, with
center K. Then K is gr-simple, whose subfield of 0-graded elements we
denote as F. Furthermore, one of the following two situations holds:
Case I. K / F. In this case A f A m K as graded algebras and0 F
w x 2K s F t with t g F, as above.
Case II. K s F. In this case there are three possibilities:
 .  . i A f M k, l; D as graded algebras, where D is even taking into
.account the possibility l s 0, i.e., trivial degree one part ;
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 .  .  .  .ii A f M D s M F m D where D is Zr2Z-graded and M Fn n n
is even;
 .  .  .iii A f M D m M F where the first tensor component is evenn 2
and the second is Zr2Z-graded.
In particular A is semisimple and contains a maximal commutative0
separable subalgebra of A. As enumerated in the sequel, we shall refer to
the cases in Lemma 7. Note that when one tensors up by the algebraic
closure of F then one returns to the situation of Lemma 6.
 .Tensor products of Z- bi modules will always be taken over Z, i.e.,
mz m n s m m zn in M = N, for all m g M, n g N, and z g Z. The
tensor product of two Z-bimodules is again a Z-bimodule. If M and N are
algebras, their tensor product is also an algebra with multiplication given
 . .  .degn1.degm2 .by m m n m m n s y1 m m m n n .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
We will also need to calculate some of the tensor products of the simple
algebras. It is easy to see that
M k , l ; Z M k , l ; Z ( M k k q l l , k l q k l ; Z .  .  .m1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
Z
for any k , l , k , and l , and for any supercommutative algebra Z.1 1 2 2
Likewise, for all n and m,
M Z [ M Z t M Z [ M Z s ( M nm, nm; Z , .  .  .  .  . .  .mn n m m
Z
where t and s are central degree one elements with square 1. In order to
prove this statement, it suffices to consider the case n s m s 1. In this
case one may construct the matrix algebra explicitly, as F q Fs q Ft q Fst
where st s yts and s2 s t 2 s 1, so
0 1 0 1 1 0s l , t l , and st l . /  /  /1 0 y1 0 0 y1
 2 2Note that when we drop the condition that s s t s 1 we could get a
.2-graded quaternion algebra instead of a 2 = 2 matrix algebra.
The definition of projective modules is the usual one: A Z-module P is
projecti¨ e if given any Z-map f : A ª P and an onto Z-map p : B ª P,
there exists a Z-map f : A ª B such that p ( f s f.
DEFINITION. If A is a Zr2Z-graded algebra with supercenter Z, A is
said to be superAzumaya if A is a finitely generated projective Z-module
op  . opand u : A m A ª END A is an isomorphism, where A has multi-ZZ
plication given by
op .  .deg a deg bop opa b s y1 ba . .  .
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 .  .Examples of superAzumaya algebras include M k, l; E and M E [ tE .n
 .  .  .Since M k, l; E and M E [ tE also satisfy property P , we are led ton
 .the question of how property P ties in to superAzumaya, which will be
the thrust of our investigation.
 .  .  .Note also that M k, l; E , denoted M , and M E [ tE s M E ,0 k , l n 0 n
 .are precisely the T-prime otherwise called verbally prime algebras stud-
ied by Kemer, when E is infinite dimensional. The relationship between
T-prime algebras and superAzumaya algebras, however, turns out to be
 .subtle. For example, if E is finite dimensional, then A s M k, l; E is
superAzumaya, but A s M is not T-prime. In particular, if E s F q0 k , l
w xw xFx , then X , X X , X is an identity for M . On the other hand, if A1 1 2 3 4 1, 1
 .is superAzumaya we will show that it has property P . This implies that
A* must be T-prime because A* is p.i. equivalent to some S*, where S is
graded simple. If the annihilator of Z is 0 then A will be T-prime by1 0
Lemma 2. Using central polynomials, we can weaken the hypothesis to
 .ann Z s 0.Z 1
On the other hand, we may also have A* T-prime, even if A is not.0
EXAMPLE. A graded algebra A such that A* is T-prime and A is not0
T-prime.
Let A s B [ C where B s M and C s M where k, l, k9, l9 are0 k , l k 9, l9
chosen such that A is not PI-equivalent to either of the two summands.
 .For example, one could have k - k9 with k q l s k9 q l9 s n. Let
A s A t, where t is central with square 1. Then A is not T-prime. But A*1 0
equals A m E s M m E [ M m E which is PI-equivalent tok , l k 9, l9
 .  .  .M E [ M E which in turn is PI-equivalent to M E , wherekq l k 9ql9 N
 4N s max k q l, k9 q l9 . Thus A* is T-prime.
If P is a gr-prime ideal of Z, we can localize A and Z at P . It turns0
out that A will be a free graded module over Z . If it has a baseP P
comprised of a generators of degree zero and b generators of degree one,
 .we say that the rank of A at P is a, b . We say that A is of constant rank
if the rank of A at P is the same for all P. Then End A fZ PP
 . .M a, b; Z . Lemma 12 below then shows us that the rank is well-defined.P
3. TWISTED EVALUATIONS
Let Amn denote the nth inner tensor product of A over its supercenter
Z. For each permutation s g S there is a well-defined Z-map s fromÃn
Amn to itself given by defining
s a m ??? m a s f s a m ??? m a .  .Ã 1 n I s 1. s n.
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 . on homogeneous elements. We denote s a m ??? m a as a m ??? mÃ 1 n 1
. w xa )s , see 5 where we also show that this gives a right action of S onn n
Amn. Also let m: Amn ª A be the multiplication map, and let m be thes
 . w . xcomposition, m a m ??? m a s m a m ??? m a )s .s 1 n 1 m
 .LEMMA 8. Gi¨ en a multilinear polynomial f x , . . . , x and homoge-1 nq1
Ã Ã .  .neous elements a , . . . , a g A, define a function f y by f y s1 n
tw Ã .f a , . . . , a , y . Then f is in the image of1 n
u : A Aop ª END A . .m Z
Z
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may take f to be m for somes
 .  .permutation s . Say s i s n q 1 and factor s as s s t ( n q 1, n, . . . , i ,
 .where t n q 1 s n q 1. Now
f tw a , . . . , a , y .1 n
s m a m ??? m a m y .s 1 n
s m a m ??? m a m y )s .1 n
s m a m ??? m a m y )t ) n q 1, n , . . . , i .  .1 n
s m b m ??? m b m y ) n q 1, n , . . . , i for some b , . . . , b .  .1 n 1 n
 .  .deg y deg b ??? bi ns m y1 b m ??? m b m y m b m ??? m b . 1 iy1 i n
ops u b ??? b m b ??? b y . .  . .1 iy1 i n
This completes the proof.
Ã  .COROLLARY 9. f g END A .Z
It is not hard to see that for all permutations s g S , all homogeneousn
 .  .elements a , . . . , a g A, and all multilinear f x , . . . , x , if g x , . . . , x1 n 1 n 1 n
is defined to be
f x , . . . , x .s 1. s n.
then
g tw a , . . . , a s f s f tw a , . . . , a , .  .  .1 n I 1 n
 <  . 4where, as usual, I s i deg a s 1 . It is also not hard to see that ifi
f x , . . . , x s g x , . . . , x h x , . . . , x , .  .  .1 n 1 i iq1 n
then
f tw a , . . . , a s g tw a , . . . , a htw a , . . . , a . .  .  .1 n 1 i iq1 n
Combining these two results gives the next lemma.
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 .  .  .LEMMA 10. Let f x , . . . , x s g x , . . . , x h x , . . . , x be1 n s 1. s  i. s  iq1. s n.
a multilinear polynomial, where s g S . Then for all homogeneous a , . . . , an 1 n
g A,
f tw a , . . . , a s f s g tw a , . . . , a htw a , . . . , a , .  .  .  .1 n I s 1. s  i. s  iq1. s n.
 < 4where I s i a g A .i 1
4. APPLICATION OF AZUMAYA IDENTITIES
 w x.   ..THEOREM 11 See 2 . Each M resp. M E satisfies a multilineark , l n
identity of the form
c x , . . . , x x s f x , . . . , x b x , . . . , x , 1 .  .  .  .1 n nq1 i 1 nq1 i 1 n
i
 .  .where c x , . . . , x and each f x , . . . , x are non-¨ anishing central1 n i 1 nq1
 .   ..polynomials for M k, l resp. M E .n
w xProof. In characteristic zero, this is Lemma 3 of 2 . The proof there is
based on two theorems, and each is also true in characteristic p.
w xRazmyslov's construction of central polynomials for M in 13 is alsok , l
 .carried out in characteristic p, and the proof that M E m E and Mn n, n
satisfy the same multilinear polynomial identities is also true in character-
w xistic p, cf. Corollary 2.3 of 5 .
Remark 119. In Theorem 11, c is tw-central by Lemma 2, or equiva-
w xlently, c, X is a *-identity.
 .An identity of type 1 is sometimes called an Azumaya-type identity.
We will assume that we have fixed one such identity for each of the
 .algebras in Theorem 11. If A has property P , then it is stably PI-equiv-
alent to any of its simple, graded homomorphic images. So A is stably
 .  .  . 2PI-equivalent to some M k, l; F or some M F [ M F t, where t s 1.n n
 .So, 1 is a PI for A*. In characteristic p a given Azumaya-type identity
may not be enough to separate simple algebras. But nevertheless they can
be separated by multilinear identities.
LEMMA 12. Let F be a field of characteristic p / 2. Then no two of these
 .F-algebras satisfy the same multilinear identities: M E for n / 0, M forn k , l
k G l G 0.
Proof. Case 1. char p s 0. In this case two algebras satisfy the same
multilinear identities if and only if they are PI-equivalent. If M andk , l
 . w xM are PI-equivalent, then it follows easily from Theorem 3 2 of 4k 9, l9
 4  4  .  .that k, l s k9, l9 . Likewise, that M E and M E are equivalent onlyn m
 .if n s m follows from Theorem 2 2 of that work. This leaves only the
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 .possibility that M ; M E for some k, l, and n. But, if this were thek , l n
case, then we compare the exponential rate of growth of the cocharacter
w x 2  .2sequence using Theorems 7 and 8 from 5 to get 2n s k q l , which is
impossible.
w xCase 1. char p G 3. In 13, Lemma 5.2 , Razmyslov considered the
polynomials
d s y x y x y x ??? y xm 1 s 1. 2 s 2. 3 s 3. m s m.
sgSm
and showed that d is a polynomial identity for M if and only ifm k , l
m G p y 1 k 2 q l 2 q 2kl q 1. .  .
Analogously we may consider the polynomial
s
e s y1 y x y x y x ??? y x . .m 1 s 1. 2 s 2. 3 s 3. m s m.
sgSm
 2 2 .Then e is a polynomial identity for M if and only if m G k q l qm k , l
 .p y 1 2kl q 1. Hence, if M and M are PI equivalent, thenk , l k 9, l9
p y 1 k 2 q l 2 q 2kl q 1 s p y 1 k92 q l92 q 2k9l9 q 1 .  .  .  .
and
k 2 q l 2 q p y 1 2kl q 1 s k92 q l92 q p y 1 2k9l9 q 1. .  .  .  .
 4  4It is easy to deduce from these two equations that k, l s k9, l9 .
 .  . 2For M E , note that M E satisfies d if and only if m G pn q 1 andn n m
likewise that it satisfies e if and only if m G pn2 q 1. It is immediate thatm
 .  .M E and M E satisfy the same multilinear identities only if n s n9.n n9
 .Finally, assume that M and M E satisfy the same multilinear identi-k , l n
ties. Again we compare the minimal d and e they satisfy to get
pn2 s p y 1 k 2 q l 2 q 2kl .  .
pn2 s k 2 q l 2 q p y 1 2kl. .  .
Equating the right hand sides yields
2p y 2 k y l s 0 .  .
and so k s l. But, substituting this in now yields pn2 s 2 pk2, which is
impossible.
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 .THEOREM 13. If A has property P , then A is superAzumaya of constant
rank.
 .Proof. Note that by property P , A is stably PI-equivalent to a gr-sim-
 .ple algebra, and so A* satisfies an Azumaya-type identity 1 , by Theorem
11. We now break the proof up into a series of lemmas for convenience.
 .LEMMA 14. If A has property P , then A contains homogeneous elements
a s. and b , j s 1, . . . , n, s s 1, . . . , m such thatj s
m
tw  s.  s.1 s c a , . . . , a b . . 1 n s
ss1
Proof. Since c is central on A , it is tw-central on A, cf. Remark 119.0
Hence the right ideal generated by all twisted evaluations of c on A is a
 .two-sided ideal. And, by Property P , this ideal must be all of A, else the
quotient would satisfy more *-identities than A.
 .LEMMA 15. If A has property P , then A is superAzumaya.
Proof. First we obtain a finite dual basis to prove A is a f.g. projective
Z-module. Let a g A be homogeneous. By the previous lemma,
m
tw  s.  s.a s c a , . . . , a b a. . 1 n s
ss1
tw   s.  s..Now, by Theorem 11, each c a , . . . , a b a equals1 n s
f tw a s. , . . . , a s. , b a , . i 1 n s
i
where f s b f . Writei i i
f x , . . . , x s b x , . . . , x f x , . . . , x , .  .  .i 1 n i s 1. s k . i s kq1. s n.
where s and k depend on i. Now, by Lemma 10,
f tw a s. , . . . , a s. , b a .i 1 n s
s f s b a s. , . . . , a s. f a s. , . . . , a s. , b a . .  .  .I i s 1. s k . i s kq1. s n. s
 .Note that f s does not depend on a, that f is Z-linear by Lemma 8,I i
and that the image of f is in Z, since f is central on A . Hence,i i 0
defining
d s f s b a s. , . . . , a s. , .  .i , s I i s 1. s k .
c a s f a s. , . . . , a s. , b a , .  .i , s i s kq1. s n. s
 .we see the d , c form a finite dual basis.i, s i, s
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op  .The proof that u : A m A ª END A is an isomorphism is theZZ
w xsame as Schelter's proof for the ungraded case, cf. 15, 6.1.35 , since the fi
o pcome from A m A .
 .LEMMA 16. If A has property P , then A has constant rank.
 .Proof. First consider the case in which A ;# M k, l . Let P be any
 2 2 .ideal of Z . We will show that the rank of A over Z is k q l ,2kl .0 P P
 .  .Denote rk A s a , b . Then,P
END A ( M a , b ; Z . .  .Z P PP
On the other hand,
A Aop ;# M k , l m M k , l .  .mP P
Z
;# M k 2 q l 2 , 2kl . .
 .  2 2 .Comparing these two equations we see that M a , b ;# M k q l , 2kl .
 .  2 2 .It now follows from Lemma 12 that a , b s k q l , 2kl .
Next, consider the case A ;# M [ M t, let P be a prime ideal of Z ,n n 0
 .  .and suppose rank A s a , b . We argue as in the previous case. OnZ ZP P
the one hand,
END A ( M a , b ; Z . .  .Z P PP
On the other hand,
A m Ao p ;# M n2 , n2 ; Z .Z Z PP P
2 2 .  .and so a , b s n , n .
5. THE CONVERSE THEOREM
THEOREM 17. Suppose the graded right K-module M is spanned by
homogeneous elements w , . . . , w , where w , . . . , w are e¨en and1 n 1 k
w , . . . , w are odd. Then END M is a homomorphic image of a gradedkq1 n K
 . subalgebra of M K , where l s n y k. This includes the case k s n, wherek , l
 . .we then ha¨e M K .n
  .  .Proof. Let R s r s a g M K : there exists w g END M withi j k , l r K
 .  .deg w iqdeg w j 4w w s  y1 w a for all j . Then there is a function F:j i i i j
 .R ª END M given by F r s w . This is clearly an onto homomorphism.K r
THEOREM 18. Let A be superAzumaya of constant rank, and of character-
 .istic not equal to 2. Then A has property P .
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Proof. Let P be a maximal graded ideal of Z, and P s PA. We need
 .to prove that A* satisfies all of the identities of ArP *. Now P is theP
maximum graded ideal in A , so the quotient A rP is graded simple.P P P
By a standard Nakayama's lemma argument, the dimension of A overP
Z is equal to the dimension of A rP over its center: Namely, ifP P P
z , . . . , z g A are homogeneous and given a basis mod P , then the1 n P P
Z -moduleP
M s Ar Z z q ??? Z z .P 1 P n
satisfies P M s M and so must be zero. By hypothesis, this dimensionP
 .does not depend on the choice of P. Say it is a , b . Since P is maximal
in Z , P will be maximal in A and A rP is gr-simple, so is described0 P P P P
as in Lemma 7 and has a tensor extension to one of the algebras in
 .Lemma 6. By Lemma 12, a , b determines the identities and *-identities
of the gr-simple homomorphic image A rP of A . Since A embeds intoP P P
the direct product of its localizations, we need to show that the identities
 .  .of A rP * are satisfied by A *.P P P
Thus we may replace A by A , and assume that Z is gr-local, withP
unique maximal graded ideal P. Write A for ArP. Consider Case II first.
Note that ZrP is a field, so P l Z is a maximal ideal of Z , implying0 0
Z is a local ring. Furthermore, in Lemma 7, there is a standard splitting0
technique in Azumaya algebras by which we may split off D, as follows:
Ã w xLet Z denote the Henselization of Z , cf. 12, p. 180 . Consider the0 0
canonical map
ÃF : A ª A Z .m 0
Z0
 .Clearly ker F is a graded ideal of A, which thus if nonzero would
intersect Z nontrivially. But Z l ker F s 0 since Henselization is injec-0 0
Ãtive, so F is an injection. Thus passing to A m Z we may assume that0Z0
Z is Henselian, which implies that even idempotents modulo an ideal of0
w xZ can be lifted to even idempotents of A, as in 1, III, p. 137 . If D has0
degree t ) 1 then take d g D of degree t and let f be its minimal monic
polynomial over F s K. Then f lifts to a monic polynomial of degree t
w xover K, and we may replace A by A m F d , thereby assuming D is split.F
 .Thus we really only have to consider the case where A f M k, l; F as
graded algebras. Furthermore, it is easy to split A , in the sense that it0
 4contains a complete set e , . . . , e of orthogonal primitive idempotents11 nn
for A, which project to a set of orthogonal idempotents of A. The fact that
o p  .A m A and END A are isomorphic implies that the map by leftZ
 .multiplication A ª END Ae is one-to-one. Moreover, as a Z-module,Z 11
Ae s [n e Ae . Since each e Ae projects to a one dimensional11 i i 11 i i 11is1
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space mod P, each must be one-dimensional over Z by Nakayama's
 .lemma. Hence END Ae is a homomorphic image of a graded subalge-Z 11
 .bra of M k, l; Z by Theorem 17, and thus satisfies all the )-identities of
 .M k, l; Z . This implies that A also satisfies all the )-identities of
 .M k, l; Z .
In Case I, we may again reduce to the case that Z is local and0
Henselian and that A is split, which in this case will mean that A (
 .  .M F [ M F t for some n. Using the fact that Z is Henselian we cann n 0
construct matrix units e in A with  e s 1 and which project to thei j 0 i i i
 .matrix units in M F . Also, we can construct degree one f g e Ae suchn ii i i i i
that f 2 s e and f projects to t times a diagonal matrix unit. It followsi i i i i i
 .from Nakayama's lemma that each e Ae has rank 1, 1 over Z. Leti i j j
T s f q ??? qf . Note that and Te s f e s f s e T and that T 2 s 1.11 nn ii i i i i i i i i
w xLet Z T be the algebra generated by Z and T. Each e Ae is ai i j j
w xbimodule for Z T and we need to investigate the structure. Since the
 .Z-rank is 1, 1 we may choose a basis of the form a , Ta , where a has
degree zero. Now, aT has degree one and so it can be written z a q z Ta ,1 0
where z g Z , i s 1, 0. Modulo the maximal ideal, z 2 s 1, so z isi i 0 0
invertible. Hence, z a and Tz a also form a basis and so we may assume0 0
1that z s 1. Now let a 9 s a y z Ta . Then it is easy to check that a 90 12
commutes with T and that e Ae has a Z-basis a 9, Ta 9.i i j j
Let A9 be the elements of A which supercommute with T. Then A9 is a
 .Z-subalgebra and each e Ae l A9 has rank 1, 0 over Z. There is ani i j j
Ã w xonto algebra map from the graded tensor product A9 m Z T ª A and so
to complete the proof we need only show that A9* satisfies all the
 .identities of M F *. We argue as in Case II. First, the map A9 ªn
 . End A9e must be an injection. If xA9e s 0, then xAe s x A9 qZ 11 11 11
.  .A9T e s xA9e q xA9e T s 0. A9e has rank n, 0 and so it satisfies11 11 11 11
 .the *-identities of M F .n
6. APPLICATION TO RELATIVELY FREE ALGEBRAS
Recall that an Azumaya identity was one of the form
c x , . . . , x x s f x , . . . , x b x , . . . , x , .  .  .1 n nq1 i 1 nq1 i 1 n
i
where the c and f are non-vanishing central polynomials. Of course, ai
given algebra may satisfy more than one such identity.
 .LEMMA 19. Let A be one of M or M E . Then A satisfies an Azumayak , l n
 .identity such that c x , . . . , x is an identity for e¨ery algebra B / A among1 n
 .M or M E which satisfies all of the multilinear identities of A.k , l n
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 .Proof. There are only finitely many of M or M E which satisfy allk , l n
the multilinear identities of A. We denote these as B , . . . , B . Take a PI1 t
f of B which does not vanish on A, and f s f ??? f . Since A is verballyi 1 k
 .prime, f is not a PI of A. Write f s f X , . . . , X and let1 m
Y s X f X , . . . , X X , .i i0 i1 im i , mq1
where the X are new determinates. If we substitute each X by Y ,i j i i
i s 1, . . . , n, in the evaluation of f , we get the desired identity.
LEMMA 20. Let A be *-equi¨ alent to a superAzumaya algebra and define
 .  s.c x , . . . , x as in Lemma 19. If A contains homogeneous elements a and1 n j
b such thats
m
tw  s.  s.1 s c a , . . . , a b . 1 n s
ss1
 .then A has property P .
Proof. If on the contrary some graded homomorphic image satisfied
 .more identities, then c x , . . . , x would be an identity for some minimal1 n
homomorphic image.
As an application, let A be a Zr2Z-graded algebra and grade A m E
via
A m E s A* s A m E q A m E . 0 0 0 1 1
and
A m E s A m E q A m E . . 1 1 0 0 1
 .Then a multilinear polynomial in two sets of variables f x, y will be a
tw  .graded identity for A m E if and only if f x, y is a graded identity for
A*. We will be interested in the generic algebra for A m E as a graded
gr  .algebra. This algebra will be denoted U A m E and is defined as the
 4  .free Zr2Z-graded algebra F X, Y on the infinite or sufficiently large
sets X of even variables and Y of odd variables, modulo the graded
identities of A m E. Our main interest will be in the case in which A is
 .  .graded simple. In this case A* will be M k, l; E or M E with its naturaln
grading.
 .PROPOSITION 21. Let A be graded simple and let c x , . . . , x be a1 n
 .multilinear central polynomial for A*. Then c x , . . . , x has a twisted1 n
e¨aluation
f x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y s ctw z , . . . , z , .  .1 n 1 n 1 n
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where each z is x or y , such that f is degree zero, central, and not ai i i
gr  .zero-di¨ isor in U A m E .
 .Proof. Since A* s A m E q A m E , the polynomial c x , . . . , x0 0 1 1 1 n
has a twisted evaluation on A which is central and so invertible. This
implies the existence of f , a twist of c, which will be degree zero and
gr  .central in U A m E . The rest of the proof will follow an argument of
Amitsur.
gr  .  .Now assume that fg s 0 in U A m E . Let f a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b be1 n 1 m
 .a central, invertible evaluation of f in A and let g c , . . . , c , d , . . . , d1 n 1 m
be a non-zero evaluation of g in A. Consider the function of l g F
f a q lc , . . . , b q ld . .1 1 n n
The Grassmann algebra E can be written as E s F [ Eq, where Eq is
the maximal ideal. Let p be the projection from E to F. Then f a q1
.   .lc , . . . , b q ld will be invertible if and only if f p a q1 m m 1
 .  .  ..lp c , . . . , p b q lp d is invertible. This will happen for all but1 m m
 .finitely many values of l. Hence g a q lc , . . . , b q ld must be zero1 1 m m
for all but finitely many values of l. But, by a Vandermonde argument this
 .implies that g a q lc , . . . , b q ld is identically zero. So, by another1 1 m m
 .Van Der Monde argument, g c , . . . , c , d , . . . , d must be zero.1 n 1 m
We can now localize at f and apply Lemma 20.
THEOREM 22. Let A be graded simple and let U be the generic graded
 .algebra for A m E, with grading such that A m E s A*. Then U has an0
e¨en central element f such that the localization U is superAzumaya off
constant rank.
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